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ABSTRACT: To bridge the gaps between traditional mesoscale modelling and microscale modelling, the National Center
for Atmospheric Research, in collaboration with other agencies and research groups, has developed an integrated urban
modelling system coupled to the weather research and forecasting (WRF) model as a community tool to address urban
environmental issues. The core of this WRF/urban modelling system consists of the following: (1) three methods with
different degrees of freedom to parameterize urban surface processes, ranging from a simple bulk parameterization to a
sophisticated multi-layer urban canopy model with an indoor–outdoor exchange sub-model that directly interacts with
the atmospheric boundary layer, (2) coupling to fine-scale computational fluid dynamic Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
and Large-Eddy simulation models for transport and dispersion (T&D) applications, (3) procedures to incorporate high-
resolution urban land use, building morphology, and anthropogenic heating data using the National Urban Database and
Access Portal Tool (NUDAPT), and (4) an urbanized high-resolution land data assimilation system. This paper provides
an overview of this modelling system; addresses the daunting challenges of initializing the coupled WRF/urban model and
of specifying the potentially vast number of parameters required to execute the WRF/urban model; explores the model
sensitivity to these urban parameters; and evaluates the ability of WRF/urban to capture urban heat islands, complex
boundary-layer structures aloft, and urban plume T&D for several major metropolitan regions. Recent applications of this
modelling system illustrate its promising utility, as a regional climate-modelling tool, to investigate impacts of future
urbanization on regional meteorological conditions and on air quality under future climate change scenarios. Copyright !
2010 Royal Meteorological Society
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1. Introduction

We describe an international collaborative research and
development effort between the National Center for
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Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and partners with regard
to a coupled land-surface and urban modelling system for
the community weather research and forecasting (WRF)
model in this paper. The goal of this collaboration is
to develop a cross-scale modelling capability that can
be used to address a number of emerging environmental
issues in urban areas.

Today’s changing climate poses two formidable chal-
lenges. On the one hand, the projected climate change
by Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
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2Google Scholar: more than 160 groups in 55 countries have used WRF-Urban 

• a suite of urban canopy-process models
• Integrate multi-source multi-scale data of urban land 

use, building characteristics, and anthropogenic heat
• a companion urbanized land data assimilation system 
• ability to couple WRF-Urban to urban-scale 

Computational Fluid Dynamic and Large Eddy 
Simulation models 

Kusaka et al. 2001 Martilli et al. 2002; Salamanca and Martilli 2010.



WRF-Urban model key inputs

Urban land use type Urban parameter table (URBPARM_LCZ.TBL)

Urban land type
(e.g., LCZ)

WPS
(geo_em* file)

WRF real.exe
(wrfinput file)

WRF wrf.exe
(wrfout* file)

Urban parameter
(URBPARM* file)



Urban local climate zone (LCZ) categorization

WRF land use type # 51

61

MODIS
natural type

WRF-urban (any urban scheme) is able to use LCZ since version 4.3
WRF namelist control: use_wudapt_lcz = 0 or 1

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

MODIS
natural type

• Before WRF v4.4.2, LCZ 
is 31~41 in WRF

• Starting from WRF 
v4.4.2, LCZ is 51~61 to 
avoid overlapping with 
NLCD 1~40 land types



Previous efforts in developing LCZ data & tools for WRF-urban

100-m 
resolution



Implementing the global 100-m LCZ data into WRF/WPS system

Tiled binary
data maps/files

WRF/WPS geogrid 
preprocessing

geo_em.d01.nc 
with urban category 
& parameter map

WRF model 
run

1. Writing Static Data (LCZ map) to the tiled 
Geogrid Binary Format

2. Optional regional mask (identify urban 
pixels; non-urban grids should have 
zero/missing values for parameters)

3. Data index file (store data map info)

Detailed instruction (WRF user guide): 
https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_v4/v4.3/users_guide_chap3.html#_Wr
iting_Static_Data

update GEOGRID.TBL: 
data path, averaging method, etc.

Raw LCZ data



Implementing the global 100-m LCZ data into WRF/WPS system

Problem during implementation: 
If only the LCZ map over global urban pixels is provided, then there are some inconsistencies between urban map used to 

generate LCZ data and the existing MODIS or USGS map in WRF/WPS, which leads to problems when overlaying the two.

For example, LCZ data identifies the pixel as non-urban while MODIS data identifies it as urban (land type=13), then WRF-urban 

will not recognize this pixel land type when LCZ capability is activated (use_wudapt_lcz = 1).

Solution: create a consistent global land cover with LCZ for WRF/WPS implementation

Copernicus Global 100-m 
Land Cover (CGLC) Merged global 100-m 

CGLC-MODIS-LCZ data
Global 100-m LCZ data

Re-mapped global 100-m CGLC-MODIS map

Mapping CGLC to 
MODIS land type



Mapping CGLC to 

MODIS land type 

category



Merging CGLC-MODIS and LCZ global 100-m dataset



Global 100-m CGLC-MODIS-LCZ map implemented in WRF/WPS

Only work with MODIS land type in WPS!
This CGLC-MODIS-LCZ has a higher priority in WPS, so if chosen, it will be automatically overlaid upon the 

default WPS MODIS map for uncovered areas (i.e., two polar regions and oceans).  



Denver

Example: NLCD vs LCZ for Denver urban areas

Natural
Compact high-rise
Compact mid-rise
Compact low-rise
Open high-rise
Open mid-rise
Open low-rise
Lightweight low-rise
Large low-rise
Sparsely built
Heavy industry
Rock & paved

Key differences:

1. More detailed urban types in LCZ categories
2. More urban pixels (surrounding big cities) identified by LCZ map

Natural

Developed high intensity
Developed mid intensity
Developed low intensity

Denver



Current status of the global LCZ implementation in WRF/WPS

1. Data production has been completed.

2. Comprehensive data testing and WRF test run with the LCZ data have been completed.

3. The data has been officially delivered to the WRF team at NCAR HPC system (Cheyenne): 
/glade/work/wrfhelp/WPS_GEOG/ 

4. The data (CGLC-MODIS-LCZ_100m) is publicly released on the WRF/WPS website for use: 
https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_sources_wps_geog.html

5. The WPS related updates to use this dataset is submitted to GitHub for WRF team review:      
https://github.com/wrf-model/WPS/pull/214

6. A detailed documentation of generating the dataset is being written and will be published soon for public access 
and citation.

Challenges and Future directions
1. Updating and ingesting LCZ-based urban morphology/thermal parameters: See Andrea Zonato’s presentation.

2. Consistent treatment of vegetation type in rural portion of the urban grids (prescribed natural vs dominant) 

3. Global high-res (e.g., 100-m) dataset for urban morphology/thermal parameters

4. Global 2-D urban fraction of each pixel consistent with LCZ (currently urban fraction is prescribed in Table 
outside US).

5. Future projection of LCZ map?

https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_sources_wps_geog.html
https://github.com/wrf-model/WPS/pull/214
https://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/download/get_sources_wps_geog.html
https://github.com/wrf-model/WPS/pull/214


Thank you!
If you are interested in our work, please email me: cenlinhe@ucar.edu
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